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Prices in euros excl. VAT 
 

Item code Item Price 

 HARDWARE  

 Carnetsoft does not sell any hardware. Customers are advised to buy all 

hardware (computer, monitors, steering wheel and pedals etc.) in their 

country because: 

- it saves high transport costs and import taxes 

- faster repairs in case of hardware failure 

- its usually cheaper if you buy the hardware locally 

- in a number of countries import regulations result in higher costs 

because of export documents. 

 

Here's a link to the required hardware specs: 

https://cs-driving-simulator.com/downloads/specs.pdf 

 

   
   

 DRIVER TRAINING SOFTWARE  

 The driver training software for driving schools has been terminated. 

Carnetsoft specialized in research simulation software and clinical 

applications and this takes up all available time and resources.  

 

   

 RESEARCH SIMULATOR SOFTWARE  

S2 - Runtime simulation software  

-  Driver training modules + Safety awareness modules 3 display version 

- 64 simulations/tests in 15 different virtual environments + Student 

Assessment System + Virtual Instructor 

- Road designer, to create new virtual environments or modify existing 

ones 

- Data analysis module 

- Scenarioscript generation software 

- Experiment preparation software 

- Scenario script of all driver training simulations, all can be used as 

experiments + sources of the 15 virtual environments  

- includes the Clinical modules (S3) 

- Example experiments 

 

€2.750,- 

 

LIST PRICES  
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 CLINICAL TESTS/MODULES  

S3 Clinical modules and runtime licence, including tests for assessment of 

driver fitness, 3 display version. 

€1250,- 

S2-3 Limited research simulator software for use on the clinical 

simulations/tests and virtual environments so you can do your own 

research. Contains scenario scripts generation software, data analysis 

module + scenario script of the 12 clinical simulations (not the road 

designer).  

Only in combination with S3 

€750,- 

 Clinical modules consists of 12 simulations/tests in 5 different virtual 

environments 

 

   

 SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT, see support agreement for more details: 

https://cs-driving-simulator.com/downloads/SupportAgreement.pdf 

 

S4 Support voucher: A support voucher gives access to 5 hours of paid 

support.  The user can purchase a support voucher any time and the 5 

hours of support can be freely used when the user wants. After the 5 

hours of support are used, the user will be notified via email. The support 

voucher expires 2 years after the data of purchase 

€625,- 

S5 Carnetsoft can be hired on a project basis for a rate of €125,- per hour 

(excl. VAT, if applicable). When the requirements are specified by the 

user, Carnetsoft will make a quote with the number of hours and total 

cost specified.  

 

S6  Updates and upgrades. These require a re-installation of the software. 

These are country-specific: all databases and simulations use road signs 

and rules of the road for the country where the customer resides. When a 

new update (with improvements in the software), or an upgrade (new 

version of the rendering system, substantial extensions of functionality) is 

available, the user can download the installation of the software from the 

website of Carnetsoft, after receiving  download links via email. The 

installation is via TeamViewer. 

€750,- 

 


